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At that time, Liam Lu was sitting in front of the hospital bed, holding Zoey Gu’s hand in a
coma with one hand, and staring at her unblinkingly, for fear of missing the trace of her
awakening moment.

Hearing the hesitation in the doctor’s words, he raised his head and frowned at him.

“what happened?”

Meeting his cold eyes, the doctor suddenly felt cold in his back, but he dutifully handed
him the examination report in his hand and explained softly.

“Ms. Gu’s physical examination report showed that apart from severe anemia and
malnutrition, she had no other problems. Although the scald on the arm was serious, it
was recovered through medical treatment and later surgical skin grafting. But the only
problem. Just…”

After the doctor finished speaking, he gave Liam Lu a hesitant look.

“We found a special drug ingredient in her body, which is very resistant.”

Hearing this, Liam Lu’s brow bones jumped, his expression instantly shocked.

“say clearly.”

Suppressed by the sudden cold air from the man, the doctor took a step back nervously.

“Simply put, the existence of that ingredient will prevent Miss Gu from absorbing the
ingredients of any other medicine. The wound on her arm will not heal soon, but will
become more and more serious…”

Not good is worse.

Liam Lu held Zoey Gu’s hand stiff, and frost suddenly appeared in his eyes.

It is Yun Zhihan.

The Yun family is a medical family, and it is not surprising that they added something to
Zoey Gu’s pain-causing medicine.

Without knowing what he thought of, Liam Lu looked up at the doctor sharply.

“If I get the antidote for this drug now, is there any rescue?”

The doctor was silent before telling Liam Lu carefully.



“When Miss Gu was injured, the ingredients of the medicine had penetrated into her skin
as quickly as possible. The injury has been done, and it is now too late to decompose.”

After speaking, the air in the ward instantly dropped to freezing point, and there was a
dead silence.

After a few seconds, Liam Lu suddenly released Zoey Gu’s hand, kicked off the chair to
stand up, turned and walked out.

His eyes were filled with terrible murderous intent!

The doctor was startled, and quickly backed away with a pale face, for fear of being
affected by the man’s sudden anger.

Zoey Gu’s faint shout suddenly sounded from the hospital bed behind him.

“Liam Lu…”

Zoey Gu woke up, still with a pale and bloodless face, but his eyes became more angry
because of tension.

“Zoey, you are awake.”

Liam Lu twirled, sat down on the bed again, and stretched out to pull her hand, but she
grabbed her sleeve first.

“Don’t go to Yun Zhihan.”

She shook her head at him, there was a thick hoarse voice in her voice, “What I said, as
long as it doesn’t affect your life, it doesn’t matter.”

She could not really understand the relationship between the Yun family and the Lu
family, but she also clearly understood that this was Qingcheng. Yun Zhihan clearly
suffered a loss, and no one could predict what he would do secretly.

He had already taken the risk for her once, and she didn’t want to take it a second time.

Liam Lu stared at her quietly, his eyes deep, as if there was some intense emotion
hidden.

After a long while, he raised his hand and subconsciously leaned towards her injured
arm.

Zoey Gu reflexively turned sideways and avoided.

It was such an unconscious action that made Liam Lu freeze in place instantly, his face
slightly changed.
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